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Fishponds C of E Academy – Bug Club Parents Guide 

To find Bug Club, enter www.activelearnprimary.co.uk in to 

any internet browsing site. Your screen look something 

similar to this. 

 

To sign in, you will need to type in your child’s Username, 

Password and our School Code: cwsp 

Your child’s details should be found on their Bug Club 

sticker in their communication book. 

You will then be taken to your child’s individual home 

screen. 

http://www.activelearnprimary.co.uk/
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Click on the ‘My Stuff’ tab to access the books assigned to 

your child. 

 

Here you can see this child has 5 books assigned to them: 

one opened and 4 unopened.  
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As your child is reading the text, they will see some yellow 

Bug Icons. Click on these icons to answer questions about 

that particular section of the text. 
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Different questions require a different response. Some want 

you to pick an answer from a drop down menu (like above) 

others want to pick a multiple choice answer and some want 

you to copy a word from the text. 

 

When your child answers a question incorrectly, they will 

be prompted to try it again. 

 

When your child answers a question correctly, they will be 

congratulated. 
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If you try to close a book before it’s finished the questions 

it will show a pop up screen asking if you want to keep 

reading or close the book.  

Closing the book will let your child return to the book at 

another time to complete – you do not have to read the 

whole text in one go! 

 

 

When a book is completed 

your child receives a reward 

and a new book will be 

added to ‘My Stuff’ and show 

their current titles. 
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Any completed books will be added to ‘My Library’ so they 

can be re-read at any time. 

Clicking on ‘My Rewards’ opens up a new area containing 

‘The Pit Stop’, ‘The Sticker Factory’ and ‘The Tree House’ 

where they can spend the coins they earned through reading.  

  

Clicking on the ‘Grown-Ups’ tab will take you to an area 

where you can discover more about Bug Club and reading 

with your child at home. There is useful information about 

how children learn to read including a section on 

comprehension and it is well worth taking a look. 


